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The establishment of standard norms in the Bashkir national language began, essentially, as late as the thirties of the present century, after the formation of the Bashkir A.S.S.R. Before this, the Bashkir language did not have a standard literary norm. It was represented, for the most part, by the folk-colloquial form of the language, although the literate portion of the population also used a written language which, for the entire duration of its history up to the October Socialist Revolution, considerably differed from the folk-colloquial form of Bashkir.

Around the middle of the eighteenth century a chancery style emerged in the written language, in many respects close to the colloquial style of Bashkir.\(^1\) This style persisted in the business papers of that time and was widely used in the works of Salavat Julaev as well.\(^2\) At the end of the eighteenth century, however, in connection with the formation of the Central Spiritual Jurisdiction of the Muslims in Ufa,\(^3\) the features of the Central Asiatic variety of the language began to dominate all styles of the written language. This may be traced not only in the works of the religious-clerical writers of the period, but in the business papers as well. The development of the literary language proceeded almost in complete isolation from the oral Bashkir language.

In a later period, the literary language up until the thirties of the twentieth century was based completely on the Tatar literary language. For
this reason the written and oral varieties of the language continued to remain isolated. Progressive Bashkir personalities, beginning with the Bashkir educators of the end of the nineteenth century, M. Bikčurin and M. Umitbaev, and ending with the writers at the beginning of the twentieth century, fought for the liberation of the literary language from elements of Central Asiatic Тjurкá.

As a result of the efforts of Bashkir writers (M. Gafuri and others), a significant literature was created at the beginning of the twentieth century, based primarily on colloquial Bashkir and playing, therefore, an important role in the unification of the written and oral languages.4 The influence of the Central Asiatic Тjurкá on the written language was so deep, however, and the support which this written language enjoyed from the reactionary layer of the Bashkir intelligentsia and clergy who rejected everything native was so strong that the features of the oral language under such circumstances could not become predominant in the written language of the Bashkirs.

The Bashkir language in its folk-colloquial form split into three territorial dialects, formed in the sixteenth - eighteenth centuries on the base of closely related tribal dialects as a result of the economic and political concentration of tribal unions and groups. These dialects developed under different socio-economic conditions.

With respect to economy and culture, Bashkiria gradually divided into two districts beginning in the sixteenth century. The first district is Western and North-Western Bashkiria where the transition to a sedentary way of life and agriculture began as early as the sixteenth century and was completed around the beginning of the twentieth century and where the socio-economic life was built on capitalistic foundations before the October Socialist Revolution. The other district is Southern and South-Eastern Bashkiria.
where the patriarchal-tribal way of life was preserved to a significant extent and where even toward the beginning of the formation of the Bashkir A.S.S.R. the Bashkirs led a semi-nomadic way of life, occupying themselves primarily with cattle-breeding, forestry, and hunting.

As a result, the development of Bashkir dialects and patois followed two different courses. The above-mentioned socio-economic factors and resulting weakness of the economic and cultural connections in South and South-Eastern Bashkiria inevitably led to greater dialect and patois differentiation and to a breach in the development of Bashkir dialects and patois represented in the North-Western part of Bashkiria where, due to a radical change in the mode of life, the connection and interaction between the dialects and patois was unusually enlivened beginning in the eighteenth century, leading to the obliteration of borders between them as early as the nineteenth century.

The North-Western dialect, whose speakers occupy almost half of the territory of Bashkiria, was, from ancient times, in constant and close contact with the Tatar language. This contact became more intimate with the fall of the Kazan Khanate. A mass resettlement of Tatars to North-Western Bashkiria began in the fifties of the sixteenth century, as a result of which the population ratio was changed in several places. And although the seventeenth-nineteenth century resettlement of the Tatars to the territory of Bashkiria did not take place on the same scale as that of the sixteenth century, nevertheless the influence of the Tatar linguistic environment continued to strengthen itself. This was facilitated not only by a numerical preponderance of Tatars in some regions of Bashkiria, especially in the Western part of the territory of the North-Western dialect, but by a series of other factors
as well, namely: by the leading role of the Tatar settlers in agriculture, with which the Bashkirs, going over to a sedentary way of life had just begun to occupy themselves, by the appearance of trade centers in the cities of Ufa, Belebey, Birsk, Sterlitamak with a predominantly Tatar population, which traded in urban as well as rural localities; by the opening of secular schools, where teaching was conducted primarily in the Tatar language; by the wide distribution among the Tatar population of the Tatar literary language, Tatar journalistic and artistic literature, which to a great extent was published in Bashkiria itself, etc.

On the strength of these factors, the process, characteristic of this dialect, of intensive interaction of the patois entering into it proceeded under the circumstances of the dominant significance of the Tatar linguistic environment. This evoked a transformation of the Bashkir patois and the leveling of their characteristic features. Only two characteristic features of the Bashkir language entered permanently into the system of the dialect under investigation: 1. the replacement of Old Turkic d and z in inlaut and syllable auslaut by interdental ʤ (biz-dä > beʤä 'we have', bar-duk > bar-ʤuk 'we go', kaz > kaʤ 'goose'); 2. the use in the structure of the form of the present tense of the cluster -aj instead of the Tatar -ij (compare the dialect encounters almaj 'he, she is not taking', ściraj 'is being eaten', 'is being met', aśaj 'he, she is eating', with the Tatar almij, ścirij, aśij with the same meanings, etc.). In all the rest, the characteristic features of the Tatar language, more precisely of its central dialect, took hold.

Thus, the whole group of Bashkir dialects, which appeared in the North-Western half of the territory of Bashkiria, based on the former tribal dialects of the Uran, Hajna, Tazzar, etc., united into a single dialect which,
in all its characteristic features was opposed to the group of Southern and South-Eastern Bashkir dialects, whose development proceeded along different lines.

The socio-economic conditions in South-Eastern Bashkiria in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries also changed to a certain degree. Here two regions became gradually isolated: the North-Eastern steppe and forest-steppe region, where semi-nomadic cattle-breeding was combined with agriculture, and the South-Eastern mountainous region, where the dominant economy was semi-nomadic cattle-breeding with almost no agriculture.

The South-Eastern region was inhabited by the Burzjan, Tangaur, Usergan, Jurmat, Kipčak and Tam-jän tribes, on the basis of whose tribal dialects a comparatively unified territorial dialect was formed. The nature of this dialect was in many respects defined by the tribal dialects of the Jurmat (ethnically formed as a result of a mixture of Nogaj and Tartars). This dialect is usually called the Jurmat.

Into the North-Eastern group of the Bashkirs entered the following tribes: Tabýn, Kataj, Saljut, Aj (Ajle) and Kudej. On the basis of the dialects of these tribes the so-called Kuvakan dialect was formed, with predominance of the linguistic features of the former tribal dialect of the Tabýn and Kataj, going back to the Kidan tribes of Central Asia.

The difference in the economic-cultural life of the Southern and Northern regions of Eastern Bashkiria, observed even before the beginning of the eighteenth century, was preserved until the formation of the Bashkir A.S.S.R. In view of this, the Jurmat and Kuvakan dialects developed separately in the course of the past two centuries. As a result, these dialects exhibit notable differences both in their lexicon as well as, particularly, in their phonetics,
all the more because the structure of the tribal dialects and patois entering into these dialects could not have been uniform.\textsuperscript{13}

The main features of the Jurmat\textsuperscript{1} dialect which is characterized by the comparatively intensive interaction of the dialects united by it may be reduced to the following:\textsuperscript{14} 1. Old Turkic s in inlaut becomes interdental ə, in anlaut and, at the beginning of an affix, h: susar > hu\textsuperscript{6}ar 'martin', sart > har\textsuperscript{6} 'yellow', kelsär > kilhā 'if he, she shall arrive-by-foot, by-vehicle';

2. the palatalization of the sound structure of an entire series of words: compare Jur. äse 'sour', äö 'little', äöeräk 'a little', hälämäk 'weighty', 'moderate', kesertkän 'nettles' with the forms of other dialects: ači, aši, ašıraq, halmaq, salmaq, qüşıtkän, qırıftkan, with the same meanings; 3. the preservation of the initial ı affix, excepting where the given sound appears in an environment with sonorant sounds when ı becomes n (kön+lär > könnär 'days', jùn+le > jùnne 'explanatory', 'standing', tyn+lan > tynña 'you listen', kıŋ+lek > kıŋnek 'breadth').

The Kuvakan dialect, fusing with all the dialects entering into it (of which there are considerably more than in the Jurmat\textsuperscript{1} dialect), differs from the latter for the most part with respect to the following features:

1. Old Turkic s in words of Turkic origin consistently becomes h: compare Jur. husar and Kuv. hùhar, hùhar 'martin', etc.

2. Words of the type aşı 'sour', aşıırı 'silently', 'slowly', aš 'little', ašı 'hair', aşanıyu 'to revolve', 'to spin', 'to turn', hälmaq 'weighty', 'moderate', aşığu 'to clean', as distinct from the Jurmat\textsuperscript{1} dialect, represented-by a postpalatal sound-structure.

3. The consistent progressive assimilation and dissimilation of initial n, d, ı of an affix, as a result of which affixes with initial n, d, ı,
depending upon the nature of the preceding sound, have four phonetic variants.

4. A developed terminology reflecting the specific details of the material culture of the Bashkir people, their patriarchal-tribal way of life and cattle-breeding economy.

Despite all their divergences, however, the Kuvakalc and Jurmathdialects display a large communality of features. This, above all, applies to the grammatical structure. These dialects differ from one another with respect to neither the structure of grammatical forms, nor their basic meanings.

To a significant extent such is the case also in the lexicon which constitutes the so-called basic vocabulary and which is divisible into a series of elements, for the most part going back to an Old Turkic language base, partially, however, to foreign sources.

In the realm of phonetics, the Kuvakalc and Jurmathdialects agree with all the other patois and dialects: 1. in the structure and articulation of the majority of vowels (i, ɨ, ɨ, ɨ, ɨ, ɨ, ɨ, ɨ, ɨ, ɨ) and consonants (b, n, labio-dental v, bilabial Ɂ, Ɂ, x, z, Ɂ, Ɂ, l, k, g, q, x, x, l, m, n, Ɂ) phonemes; 2. in the use of vowels in words and affixes of Turkic origin in conformity to the law of palatal synharmonism, excluding complex words of the type bilbau 'waist belt', 'belt'; 3. in the laws of high vowel reduction in words containing the sonorants Ɂ, m, n, Ɂ; 4. according to the laws of vowel elision; 5. in the law of the so-called interruption of vowels, operative in the Tatar, Çuvash and (partially) the Xakas languages; 6. in the voicing of final voiceless sounds and initial voiceless sounds of the second structural part of complex words in intervocalic position; 7. in the intonation system, in particular, in the laws of stress; 8. in several laws of assimilation and other aspects of positional change of consonants.
The Kuvakan and Jurmatin dialects also agree in the fact that they most fully present the characteristic features of the Bashkir language which were lost by many North-Western dialects as the result of foreign influence and which, by their roots, apparently date back to the period of the formation of the basic ethnic features of the Bashkir tribes, i.e., to the period prior to the thirteenth century when the Bashkir language, as may be judged on the basis of very scanty and fragmentary though thoroughly reliable evidence constituted a certain unity. Here, first of all, belong the following phonetic features: 1. the absence of the phoneme Ć and the subsequent consistent transition of Old Turkic Ć into s: compare Old Turkic ač 'to open', čičak 'flower' and Bashkir as, säsäk with the same meanings; 2. the absence of the phoneme Ṣ which corresponds to the combination of sounds îi or ie: compare North-Western žir 'earth', žide 'seven' with Bashkir dje, dje with the same meanings; 3. the voicing of initial n: compare Old Turkic puš 'to ripen', 'to be in time', pušan 'to be angry' with Bashkir beš 'to ripen', 'to be in-time', bošona 'to experience', 'to be anxious'; 4. the transition in certain positions of Old Turkic z and d into interdental Ʒ: compare Old Turkic biz-de 'we have' with Bashkir bežä; 5. ġ corresponds in many cases to Root ĩ in Tartar and many other Turkic languages: compare Bashkir käräk 'necessary', käštä 'shelf', käğiş 'advice', kärtä 'fence', kübän 'stork', kübak 'chaff', etc., and Tartar kiräk, kištä, kiğiş, kirtä, kibän, kibäk with the same meanings; 6. observance of the law of labial harmony: compare Bashkir tormöšoböö 'of our life', kömös 'silver' with Tartar tormişibiznä, kömes with the same meanings; 7. the voicing of initial q and k at word junctures in intervocalic position or preceded by a sonorant: qara qašlä > qara qašlä 'black eyebrowed', ike qulap > ike qulap 'willingly', matur kala > matur kala.
γαλα 'beautiful city', ike kitap > ike gitap 'two books'; 8. the consistent
diphthongization of final i in strong position: γαλεj (a proper name), Vαλεj (a proper name), compare North-Western γαλi, Vαλi; 9. a tendency towards
consonant loss in several words: jαηγj (Kuv. jahj) 'flat', jомa 'Friday', еηе (Kuv. ehe) 'hot', аηjηк 'sober', бηηαηα from here', etc. Compare the North-Western jαςj, jομηα, ζομαηα, еηαη, аηηιηη, μηηηη, бοηηα; 10. a tendency to
replace the rounded mid vowel ο or η by the unrounded sound of the same series
ι: бηηαη 'calf', бηηαηу 'fetters', сηηαη 'piebald', сηηα 'smooth', compare the
North-Western бοηηα, бοηηαυ, ηομηα, еηαη, аηηιηη, μηηηη, бοηηα; 11. a tendency for η to alternate
with q: qаηηη 'wife', 'woman', ηαηjηη 'good', compare North-Western ηατηηιν,
ηαζηη; 12. a tendency for ιη and ιηη to alternate with ιη: ιηαηςηηα 'Wednesday',
surroundings, сηηιη 'stream', ιηαηη 'curtain', ιηιηη 'fir-tree', сιηηη
'liquid', compare North-Western ιηαηςηηα, сιηιη, сιηιη, сιηη.

The Kuvαηηη and Jurmatηη dialects also most fully present the specific
features of the lexical structure of the Bashkir language.

The communality of features in the Kuvαηηη and Jurmatηηη dialects
served as a premise for the creation of a unified national Bashkir language.
Nevertheless, for a number of reasons there was no talk of its establish-
ment until the October Socialist Revolution.

After the Great October Socialist Revolution, due to the steadfast
introduction of the Lenin national policy into the life of the people, the
question of the creation of a Bashkir national language was the center of
attention throughout the entire Bashkir A.S.S.R. In May 1918 in Moscow, a
special conference of responsible Bashkir and Tαηηαеt worker-Communists was
set up for the consideration of questions connected with the creation of a
Bashkir national literary language.
In the same year, the Central Commission on Questions Concerning the Bashkir Language was created with the eminent political and social personage §. Xudajberdin at its head. This commission solved a number of the most urgent organizational tasks concerning the preparation of national specialists, the creation of a national literature, a national publishing house, and a theater in Ufa and Sterlitamak and a whole number of other questions concerned with raising the cultural level of the Bashkir people. In 1923 a special committee was organized for the establishment of a national system of writing and the compilation of text books and educational aids in the Bashkir language.

During the process of introducing all these measures, the question was raised of the dialect base of the literary language. On April 9, 1921, after lengthy controversies, a resolution was adopted to base the Bashkir literary language on the Kuvakan dialect. However, this resolution did not yield the expected results. It was soon ascertained that far from all of the features characteristic of the Kuvakan dialect were characteristic of the Bashkir language as a whole. This dialect could not resist the remaining dialects which, to a greater or lesser degree, had been influenced by the Tartar language and could not steer the other dialects into the mainstream of Bashkir language development.

This latter role could be played by the Kuvakan and Jurmatin dialects together. The common features of these two dialects even constituted the national base of the Bashkir language. This is why a resolution was adopted in 1925 to make these two dialects the base of the Bashkir literary language.

The establishment of the literary language on the basis of the above mentioned two dialects was time-consuming and exceedingly difficult. This is
explained first by the fact that significant divergences are to be observed in the phonetic and lexical structures of the Kuvakan and Jurmat dialects and that, furthermore, they are divided into a number of patois, each having its specific characteristics; secondly, these dialects had not yet been investigated at the time, the existing knowledge of them was of only a tentative character; thirdly, in the literary language in 1921-25 many of the especially dialectal characteristics of the Kuvakan dialect were legalized.

The problem of standardization was reduced to the conscious selection and introduction into the literary language of those analogous features of the Kuvakan and Jurmat dialects which, on the one hand, dominated the features with respect to which the given dialects were different and those features which differentiated them from the North-Western dialect and constituted the specific differences of the Bashkir language, on the other. For the most part this concerned orthoepy, spelling, and vocabulary. The standardization of the language could not be hurried, inasmuch as there were insufficient scientifically based data. Therefore, as early as the second half of the thirties, the need for the acquisition and careful investigation of the corresponding linguistic materials became apparent. In carrying out this task, Bashkirists organized and conducted seventeen expeditions around the regions of Bashkiria which enabled them to collect extensive material. The first results of the study of this material were published in the form of separate articles in the pages of the local press. The fruits of the developing work on the investigation of the features of the Bashkir language were expressed also in the Bashkir language grammars which appeared in the thirties and later.

As the result of all this work, the above-mentioned phonetic features
of the Bashkir language were canonized (with the exception of the voicing of initial q and y at word junctures in intervocalic position and sonorants).

With respect to the pronunciation of the basic mass of the Bashkir population, i.e., of the speakers of the Kuvakan and Jurmati dialects, this list of characteristic features of Bashkir orthoepy was gradually completed. In particular, the following characteristic features of these dialects entered into the literary norm:

1. The law of assimilation and dissimilation of consonantal affixes, observed in the main in the Kuvakan dialect, according to which the Bashkir language, as distinct from the Tartar and other Turkic languages, is in many respects identical with the Kazak, Karakalpak, Xakas, Kirgiz, and Altaj languages:

   a) the assimilation and dissimilation of the initial n of an affix:
      its transition into t after final voiceless p, t, s, ș, q, k, f (compare taš+nyŋ > taştyŋ 'stone (gen.)', kitap+ni > kitapti 'book (acc.)', ayaš+nyŋ > ayasttyŋ 'tree (gen.)' qalaq+ni > qalatyi 'spoon (acc.)', esük+neŋ > esükteŋ 'intestine (gen.)', şkaft+niŋ > şkaftiŋ 'cupboard (gen.)'; its transition into d after preceding l, m, r, n (compare bal+niŋ > baldi 'honey', qālam+neŋ > kālāmdeŋ 'pencil (gen.)', on+niŋ > ondo 'flour', uln+ni > ulndyi 'your son (gen.)'; the transition into ū after e, e, u, ū (compare hījir+niŋ > hījirūy 'cow (acc.)', baŋ+niŋ > baŋūy 'cellar (gen.)', bau+ni > bauūyy 'rope (acc.)', beleū+neŋ > beleūdeŋ 'knowledge (gen.)');

   b) assimilation and dissimilation of initial d: the transition of d into n in affixes of an oblique case or past tense after the vowels ā, â (compare bala+dan > balanan 'from the baby', bülüm+dān > bülümānān 'from the room', kara+dām > karanimm 'I was looking'); the transition of d into ū
in inflectional affixes and the past categorical tense after preceding ñ, ñ, ñ, ñ (compare bau+nñ > baudo 'rope (acc.)', bar+ðñk > barðñk 'we are-going (by foot)', we were traveling (by vehicle)', beððæ > beððæ 'we-have', malajñiñqi > malajñiñqi 'belonging to the boy'); the transition of ñ into ñ in the locative case affix and in the particle da // dā after vowels (compare qala+da > kalala 'in the town', ñe là 'and ... himself, itself', the transition of ñ into ñ after voiceless consonants (compare qas+dñk > qastñk 'we hid', ññ+dñ > ñññá 'at work').

c) the assimilation and dissimilation of initial ñ: the transition of ñ into ñ after voiceless consonants (compare jort+ñar > jorttar 'houses' ištäñ+ñar > ištäññar 'comrades'); the transition of ñ into ñ after ñ, ñ, ñ, ñ (compare mal+ñar > malðar 'cattle', kejem+ñar > kejemðar 'clothes', kon+ñar > konðar 'days', enñ+ñar > enðar 'sleeves'); the transition of ñ into ñ after ñ, ñ, ñ, ñ (compare kññ+ñar > kññar 'girls', bau+ñar > bauðar 'ropes', tamñ+ñar > tamññar 'ropes', õññ+ñar > õññar 'houses').

2. A specific regularity of the Jurmatn dialect is the replacement of the original postdental spirant s by the interdental θ in inlaut and auslaut: qñθka 'short' (compare the North-Western qīsqa, Kuv. qīhqa with the same meanings), baθ- 'press' (compare the North-Western, Olu Turkic bas- Kuv. bah- with the same meanings).

3. Represented most clearly in the Kuvakan dialect is the tendency for o to alternate with u (compare the literary Bashkir butka 'porridge', butau 'stir', karlyyas 'swallow', muñajyů 'to be bored', oṣo 'this', 'this one' and the North-Western, in part Jur. botka, botau, qarlyyač, qarlyyas, mørjajyů, šůšy); and a to alternate with u (compare literary Bashkir unda 'there', 'he has', undaj 'such', unyq 'he (gen., dative)', uyaj 'he (dat.)' 'her (dat.)' and the North-Western, Jur. anda, andyj, aniq, ena).
4. The tendency for ӧ to alternate with ü: bögün 'today', böögö 'today's (adj.)', köktör 'sulphur' (compare the North-Western bügen, büvenge, kükert).

5. The tendency for insertion, in certain cases, of consonant sounds: bîl 'this', iltîr 'to sit down', utîrirîs 'sitting', kisância 'yesterday's (adj.)', bojaj 'wheat', herpertke 'broom', etc. (compare the North-Western bu, utîr, utîrirîs, kisâge, kicâge, boâaj, bodaj, heberke, seberke, etc.).

6. The tendency to devoice b, d, g, f: heperêkî 'sweep', timâk 'thus', tîtö 'ten', jete 'seven', kâúgî 'trunk', kerpek 'eyelash', tupraq 'soil', earth', japraq 'leaf', etc. (compare the North-Western heperê, seberê, dimâk, distâ, side, gûdâ, kerfek, tufraq, etc.).

7. The tendency for ᵀ to alternate with ë: sîskan 'mouse', søsö 'fresh', söskoröö 'to sneeze' (compare the North-Western tïsqan, tîçan, tôçe, tôçekereû).

8. The tendency for g (k) to alternate with n: sigértkä 'grasshopper', tûgarâk 'round', niğî 'why' (compare North-Western ćikertkä, tûgarâk, niğä).

9. The tendency for l to alternate with n: jondoö 'star', sögłödör 'beet', menän 'with', etc. (compare North-Western joldČ, čöögönder, belän, etc.).

10. The tendency observed in the Kuvakan dialect for b to alternate with m: menän 'with', qışmav 'bandage', morondoq 'muzzle', bîna 'here (particle)', (compare the North-Western and Jur. belän, boron1yq, mâna).

11. Particular cases of consonantal alternation: l, r, ñ (compare Bashkir arqîrî 'through', tôjöggân (kite) and the North-Western arqîlî, tilegân); f and b (compare Bashkir}ebâk 'silk' and the North-Western}efâk); k and t (compare Bashkir terpe 'hedgehog' with North-Western kerpe); m and d (compare
Bashkir küldäk 'shirt' with the North-Western külmük); h and ü (compare Bashkir keüek 'similar' with the North-Western kebek with the same meaning); n and m (compare Bashkir jamyär 'rain' with the North-Western jaŋyär with the same meaning); x and ż (compare Bashkir berürj 'some kind of' with the North-Western berür with the same meaning); d and n (compare Bashkir ine with the North-Western ide), etc.

12. Elision and assimilation at the junction of an analytic form of the past tense in -yan ine (compare Common Bashkir baryajnım 'I was going' with the North-Western baryan 'we are going') and at the junction of the components of complex words oläsäj 'grandmother' (olo äsäj), olataj 'grandfather' (olo ataj), harajak 'the offspring of big horned cattle, born in the fall' (harų ajaq), Qaridel the name of a river, etc.

13. Particular cases of vowel alternation: i with ü (compare Bashkir irlän 'hamster', hike 'plank bed' with the North-Western ärlän, säke with the same meaning); e with ö (compare Bashkir bötöu 'to be finished' with the North-Western betö with the same meaning); a with ï (compare Bashkir jaźniq 'lentil', čibayas 'chain', širšau 'curtain', umurųja 'snowdrop', tištamal 'towel' with the North-Western jasmak, čebayač, sabayač, čaršau, umürčaja, tastimal with the same meanings; je and ï with i (compare Bashkir jeskäü 'to smell' feker 'thought', serekäj 'gnat', teješ 'must', jetem 'orphan', ilau 'to cry' with the North-Western isnaü, fiker, čirki, tišč, žatim, jilau); e with i (compare Bashkir ireteü 'smelt' with the North-Western gretü with the same meaning); i and ü (compare Bashkir kügüüen 'gadfly' with the North-Western kigüüen); e with ö (compare Bashkir meŋ 'thousand' with the North-Western möq with the same meaning); ö and u (compare Bashkir ýumer 'life' with the North-Western ýömer with the same meaning), etc.

With few exceptions, the enumerated characteristic features of the
Bashkir language were in many respects common to the Kuvakan and Jurmatin dialects. They thus easily entered the literary language.

Considerable difficulty was caused only by the assimilation and dissimilation of consonants. This is explained by the great divergence of the dialects of the Bashkir language, including the major ones, with respect to the given phenomenon. Thus, in the Kuvakan dialect, the assimilation and dissimilation of consonants at affix-base junctures occurs unusually widely and consistently, while in the North-Western dialect it is of a different regularity and consistency. The Jurmatin dialect, however, here occupies an intermediate position. The norms which existed until 1925 based on data taken from the Kuvakan dialect, were essentially opposed to the newly established norms oriented for the most part towards the Jurmatin dialect and corresponded neither to the regularities of this latter dialect nor to those of any of the other Bashkir dialects. The new norms, in addition, are not distinguished by sufficient consistency inasmuch as they are essentially a mechanical mixture of the rules of several dialects. If one in this connection takes into consideration that the regularities of the one dialect in their relation to the regularities of the other dialect are in this case, as a rule, mutually exclusive, it is not difficult to understand why the existing norms relating to assimilation and dissimilation of consonants at affix-base junctures are acquired with great difficulty and up until the present time continue to remain controversial.

Such also is the existing practice of pronouncing and writing homonyms. As a rule, they are based on the pronunciation of the majority of the Bashkir people represented in the territory of the Kuvakan and Jurmatin dialects. In addition, a significant part of the homonyms are differentiated
on the basis of their phonetic variants in the various dialects and patois
and, occasionally, on the basis of variants created by the "standardizers" themselves: compare tura 'straight' and turī 'bay', nigā 'to what' and nirgā 'why', 'what for', eθ 'smell' and iθ 'feeling', 'memory', 'consciousness', tūyan 'brother', 'native', 'relative', and tūyan 'he was born', 'born', ašīl 'noble', 'valuable', and asīl 'essence', 'foundation', 'rudimentary', on 'voice', 'sound', and ōg 'den', 'lair', aγūn 'rapidly flowing' and aγūm 'flow', tari 'millet', and darī 'powder', őţjīq 'liquid', and hīţjīq 'flexible', 'elastic', qatlam 'layer (of society)', and qatlau 'layer (of mountain rocks)', etc. Such a solution to the problem obscures the etymological nature of the word and destroys the consistency of established pronunciation and spelling norms (compare, for example, the pronunciation and spelling of asīl 'essence', 'foundation' with the law according to which the phoneme s in inlaut changes to interdental ŋ, etc.).

The remaining questions concerning the specific nature of Bashkir orthography were solved by conforming to the features of the Kuvakan and Jurmat dialects. The establishment and stabilization of Bashkir literary pronunciation norms were stimulated by such powerful factors as school, radio, and theater.

All these factors played a decisive role also in the popularization of the orthoepic norms of the loanwords which entered the Bashkir literary language during the years of socialist construction. If earlier foreign language borrowings entered the Bashkir language, undergoing significant phonetic changes, then they, during the period of orthoepic norm establishment, due to the above-mentioned factors, in the majority of cases entered into the speech of all the speakers of the Bashkir language without special changes.
Thus, in former borrowings the phoneme o, adapting itself to the phonological system of the Bashkir language, resulted in å (bürbänä 'brevno'), ï (compare känäfïl 'kanifol'), ö (göršäk 'goršok'). In the borrowings of the same period a divergence is observed here only in the stressed syllable, where the phoneme o continues to result in u (compare zavxuz 'zavxoz', savxuz 'sovxoz', kalxuz 'kolxoz'). In unstressed syllables, this phoneme has a pronunciation almost identical with Russian (compare kamandir, kambajïn). Moreover, in many words its pronunciation, when stressed, in Bashkir is not distinct from its pronunciation in Russian (compare dipó, rajfó, rajzó, silpó, sel'pó, matór, 'motor', etc.).

In former borrowings the phoneme y consistently resulted in b (compare kämbirt 'konvert', patbal 'podval') or u (compare dauaj 'davaj', parauiš 'parovoz', samauïr 'samovar'). And only in word initial position, if followed by labial back vowels was it received as v (compare Volga, vulïs 'volost'). In those borrowings which entered into the speech of the forties it was adopted with all its characteristic Russian features: compare zavuž, zvanuk 'zvonok', kelîvr 'klever', aviatsïa 'aviacija', etc. Only in a few words the phoneme y in intervocalic position continues to result in u (compare zvínauat 'zvenovod', gruppauat 'gruppovod', etc.).

The adoption of the phoneme ö which, like the above mentioned two, contradicts the articulatory habits of the Bashkirs, is also of interest. This phoneme resulted in i in former borrowings (compare kämfït 'konfeta'), ä (compare keläj 'klej', pûlämit 'pulemet', žîräbä 'žrebij'), a (compare kulasî 'koleso'), ï (compare učirït 'očered'). In the new borrowings
however of the type kreml', dizel', tabel', order, učitel', predcedatel',
telegramma, etc., it is everywhere adopted without essential changes. Only
in borrowings of the type akademik, qektar, desant, dežurnyj, respublika,
patefon, among others, does it continue to result in į in a considerable
number of dialects.

The phoneme ḳ, at an earlier time resulting in Ḳ (compare puštī
'počta', ušut 'učet'), permanently entered the Bashkir language: compare
izbač, učitel', v:nač, Čexoslovakija, etc. In words of the type plavč the
phoneme ḷ which entered the dialects with considerable difficulty was
gradually adopted. The influence of borrowings on the adoption of the
phonemes ā, ĉ, ĺ, ľ was hardly perceptible (compare the dialectal pro-
nunciation lärjuk 'larek', mantjur 'monter', kvitansi 'kvitancija', simint
'cement', kástüm 'kostjum', biro 'bjuro', etc.).

The prothesis of vowels, characteristic of the Bashkir language,
is not observed in the new borrowings: compare, on the one hand, the old
borrowings of the type estina 'stena', ľştan 'štany', ľstantsi 'stancija'
and new borrowings of the type student, ľtāp, ľpion, značuk, značok, on the
other.

The most important premise for the successful solution to questions
concerning the orthoepy of the Bashkir language was the creation and perfec-
tion of a system of writing which was for a long time inaccessible to the
broader masses. Constructed on the basis of the Arabic alphabet, it was
inappropriate to the Bashkir language and it was not easy to understand.
In 1929 a Latinized alphabet was adopted and later an alphabet based on
Russian which guaranteed the independent designation of each phoneme of the
Bashkir language. This allowed for a system of spelling based on the
phonetic principle,\textsuperscript{39} which noticeably facilitated the process of learning to write and served as a powerful conductor of pronunciation norms. On the other hand, the establishment of rigid pronunciation norms, in its turn, played a mammoth role in working out a standard spelling, in so far as this was based on a phonetic principle.

The process of adopting spelling norms not based on orthoepy took a long time. This was caused, above all, by the insufficiently consistent solution of a whole series of questions. Many rules were reconsidered several times, and spelling gradually became more uniform. However, it could be still more consistent and valid in the spelling of reduced vowels, affixes joined to borrowings, compound words, particles, joticized combinations, the designation of palatalization and non-palatalization of consonants, etc.

Along with its inconsistency, the existing body of rules reveals an insufficient clarity, a failure to consider certain rules\textsuperscript{39} and an obviously insufficient knowledge of confirmed practices of spelling (for example, the specific features of Bashkir pronunciation and writing considered above are not reflected in the existing body of rules). It goes without saying that many of these questions are partially touched upon in the orthographic dictionary. However, without a general rule, without rigid and clear regulating principles it is difficult to learn spelling from individual words in dictionary entries.\textsuperscript{40}

The need for removing the above-mentioned deficiencies in spelling becomes even more urgent when one takes into consideration that spelling, when organized in conformity to the regularities of a given language, may be of considerable help in language building.

The process of establishing lexical norms for modern Bashkir was most lengthy and complex although it took place under the same favorable circumstances as the regulation of pronunciation and spelling. The dialects of Bashkir
diverged greatly with respect to vocabulary. At the beginning of the process of national language formation, the lexical structure of the Kuvakan and Jurnatín dialects was in many respects opposed to the North-Western dialects. This concerned not only the layer of the lexicon connected with the specific productive activity of the speakers of one or another dialect, but semantic categories such as kinship, human and animal anatomy, household objects, etc., as well. From the words designating kinship, the following may be mentioned:

Jur. and Kuv. äsa 'mother', qustî 'younger brother', apēin 'the wives of cousins', jejän 'grandson', jejäsär 'granddaughter', bülä 'great-grandson', bulasär 'great-granddaughter', tüuar 'great great grandson', tüuasar 'great great granddaughter', tüua jat 'great great grandson' (fifth generation), ete jat 'great great grandson, great great granddaughter' (sixth generation), etc., which in the North-Western dialect are either designated by other words (compare North-Western inäj, inäkäj, äni 'mother', ene 'younger brother'), or are not designated at all (compare apēyn, among others). Among the words designating household objects and food are such, for example, as Kuv. and Jur. kunäk 'bucket', toq 'bag', tojó // tujuö 'birch box', sängalsäk 'cradle', tiyín 'cork', högäk 'scoop', koräggä 'barrel (for kumis)', semäk 'samovar spout', qur 'ferment for kumis', ošä 'flat cake', süsbarä 'meat dumplings'. Among words relating to other semantic categories may be mentioned Jur. and Kuv. börlätäü (in sound, Jr. burlätäü) ('crop of a bird'), haman 'temple', sotqa 'back of the head', bàšäläj 'metatarsus', izråü 'sob', tampä 'fever', šajik 'saliva', izkäü 'sloped', aral 'island', jájor 'rainbow', bīyat 'century', òott 'from the beginning', tel-märjen 'frog', hila 'pike perch', bele 'quack', uqra 'gadfly', kāsärteke 'lizard', hombaš 'salmon', hüpaj 'screech-owl', qīraqaja 'wild goat', hañanaq 'march rosemary', qalsan 'sow-thistle', qaraqaja 'currants', mīsar 'large fish', tarteškä 'poker', qīphuiver 'pincers', qona 'a young horse aged two to
three years' dünän 'a young horse from three to four years old', oryası 'female sheep or goat of a certain age', sängär 'calf born in the summer', tüqal 'hornless', ätambaj 'goat born in the summer', hibaj 'horseman', kir 'sorrel with pale white mane and tail (color of a horse)', häüerek 'a stallion over four years old', ülaq 'goat born in spring', hibat 'clearing', jarka 'log', tabık 'shaving', šijja // külal 'pole', jisü 'plane', toşqau 'take aim', märäj 'target', märgän 'outstanding shot', hüt 'juice', 'nectar', jabaj 'simple, ordinary', tolas 'disorderly', tonqos 'first-born', nögår 'groom', kılık 'action', oşak 'slander', jäälı 'praise', mös 'corner, among others.

The lexicon of the Kuvakan and Jurmatän dialects differs from that of the North-Western dialect not only with respect to the structure of roots but with respect to the structure and meaning of a whole series of productive words. Compare, on the one hand, North-Western könläşü 'to envy', tīnū 'to become silent', jalau 'lick', jalına 'entreat', etc., and, on the other, Kuv. and Jur. könsəlü, tīnū, jalmau, jalbariu with the same meanings; compare also qaşık in Jur. 'pilgrim', but in the North-Western dialect 'spoon', etc.

Under such conditions a highly complex process of vocabulary formation in literary Bashkir began. As a result of an absence of research on the lexicons of the leading Bashkir dialects, this process proceeded spontaneously for a long time, soon leading to a complete lack of coordination.

Exploiting this situation, bourgeois nationalists and pan-Turkists tried in every way to attribute to the Bashkir language the characteristic features of the language Tjurka, archaisms which had long since entered the realm of legend, dialectisms, jargonisms of Arabic and Persian origin and artificially created words, while Taftar 'great power' chauvinists flooded the Bashkir language with Tartar words.
The task of clarifying the national origin of the Bashkir lexicon became urgent. A great role was played in its solution by the Bashkir-Russian dictionary of V. Katarinsky. Contrary to the tradition, established before the October Socialist Revolution, of regarding the Bashkir language as one of the dialects of Tatar, V. Katarinsky considered it a separate language. This thesis found clear expression in his dictionary. Katarinsky succeeded in revealing such specific words of the Bashkir language as ajran 'sour milk', alsaq 'friendly', altır 'brave', aliş 'far', anîk 'truth', arqirî 'through', äänä 'friend', bajyũ 'pauper', bujüak 'unmarried', hayũ ak 'caterpillar', jalpaq 'flat', joma 'Friday', jıusça 'a type of pastry', käsärte 'lizard', këlũ 'to do', märaj 'target', monar 'mist', mujël 'bird-cherry tree', şajîq 'saliva', and many others. Composed for the most part on the basis of materials collected from the Kuvakan dialect (this is attested by the reflection in the dictionary of the consonantal assimilation and dissimilation characteristic of that dialect), the dictionary of V. Katarinsky served, despite its incompleteness, as a most valuable contribution to the creation of national foundations for the Bashkir lexicon.

In the thirties, knowledge about the specific nature of the Bashkir lexicon was considerably enriched as the result of the direct study of the Kuvakan and Jurmatîn dialects. This permitted the inclusion in the literary language of the large majority of characteristic words from the Kuvakan and Jurmatîn dialects, described above. But this was not enough. It was imperative to remedy the lack of coordination in vocabulary usage which reigned at the time. On the other hand, it was necessary to enrich the vocabulary with new terms called for by the economic and cultural reformation of the Bashkir people.

In order to solve these problems, a permanent terminological commission...
of the Soviet of Ministers of the Bashkir A.S.S.R. was created in the forties. This commission worked out the principles of the lexical norms of the Bashkir language, generally stated in the work of I. G. Baiśev.44 These principles, which were improved upon as the appropriate experience was accumulated, based the development of the lexicon upon the resources of the Bashkir language itself and partially upon borrowed vocabulary. The terminological commission also conducted a great deal of practical research. It became the laboratory in which the norms of the Bashkir lexicon were worked out, it examined and approved a number of terms created on the basis of the above-mentioned principles, as well as the first normative dictionary which included sociopolitical and philosophical terms.45 Immediately after the above-mentioned dictionary, there appeared terminological dictionaries of botany,46 chemistry,47 mathematics,48 physics,49 linguistics,50 and medicine.51

Continuing this extremely valuable work, the Institute of History, Language, and Literature of the Bashkir branch of the A.S.S.S.R. in recent years published a second series of terminological dictionaries of mathematics,52 physics,53 chemistry,54 geography,55 botany,56 zoology,57 forestry,58 and others.59 The lack of coordination in the designation of identical concepts observed in the first terminological dictionaries is absent, and the glossary is considerably expanded.

The exceptionally large work on terminology in many respects facilitated the establishment of unified lexical norms for the Bashkir literary language. Owing to this work, good translations of the classics of Marxism-Leninism and of artistic, scientific, scientific-technical, and educational literature were produced. In the first years of the existence of the Bashkir A.S.S.R., translations from Russian were of necessity free arrangements of the original. But
with the passage of time it was impossible to be satisfied with such arbitrary translations, especially in stabilized textbooks, and in political and scientific literature. Stricter demands were placed on translations which only began to be satisfied after the creation of terminological dictionaries and after the preparation of qualified translation specialists. This made terminology from Russian, which gradually acquired national significance, accessible to the Bashkir language.

Only in recent decades have many terms, borrowed from Russian and belonging to the most different semantic categories, become the property of the broad masses. A number of derivatives were formed from these foreign language bases with the help of the productive affixes and word-forming types of the Bashkir language (compare бунтарлык 'rioting', новаторлык 'innovation', борьба 'Bolshevik', партиялык 'party (adj.)', культуралык 'uncultured', характерлык 'without character', стаханов метод 'Stakhanovite method').

Translations not only constituted a source of new terms and helped establish lexical norms but also caused the enrichment and development of the semantic system of the language as a result of the broad application of calqueing. In modern Bashkir we are quite often confronted with calques of foreign language terms: реальность 'reality', суперструктура 'superstructure', героизм 'labor heroism', культурный фронт 'cultural front', культурно-образовательная работа 'culturally instructive work', культурно-политическое образование 'cultural-political education', перерасход 'over-production', etc.

The literary formation and enrichment of the Bashkir lexicon, as well as the establishment and stabilization of spelling norms, the development and improvement of syntactic and stylistic resources, are most of all connected, however, with the periodical press and the extensive artistic literature which have appeared in the native language in the Soviet period. The process of establishing literary
norms for the Bashkir national language, like its development process, as was noted above, is basically connected with this very period.

In the twenties and later during the stormy development of the Bashkir economy and culture the role of the periodical press in the cultural and social life of the entire Bashkir people grew to unusual proportions. The first newspapers and journals in the Bashkir language which appeared during this period became the property of the broad masses of Bashkirs. The Republic newspapers acquired especially large distribution and popularity: "Bašqortostan" (which later changed its name to "Qızııl Baškortostan"), "Sovet Bašqortostan"*, "Leninse", "Jäś töööse" and the journals: "Jaññ jöl", "Belem", "Säsän", "Oktjabr". The main centers of journalism in the twenties were Ufa and Sterlitamak. At the present time more than twenty newspapers are published in the Bashkir language in the regional centers.

The language and style of the periodical press at the beginning of the twenties constituted a natural continuation of the best traditions of the written language with, however, a broader popular base, the bolder and more decisive utilization of elements from all the dialects and patois of Bashkiria, with the slight domination of elements from the North-Western and Jurmatin dialects. This was particularly clearly expressed in artistic literature, especially in the works of first generation Bashkir Soviet writers: M. Gafur*, A. Tagirov, D. Jultij, S. Kudaš, G. Gumar, G. Xajri, B. Valit, Ş. Kudajberdin, and others, who acquired great popularity among the Bashkir people as early as the twenties. The efforts of these writers were directed towards the reflection in the Bashkir language of those characteristic features which were present in the Kuvakan and Jurmatin dialects and which have not yet entered into literary Bashkir as a norm. The revelation and skillful use of these features of the Bashkir language in artistic
literature facilitated their integration in the common national system of the Bashkir language, all the more because the language of the above-mentioned authors merited consideration as the model for all Bashkir journalists and writers. Significant in this respect also are the merits of the succeeding generation of Bashkir writers: G. Amiri, A. Karnaj, S. Agiś, I. Zajni, B. Bikbaj, G. Masgut, K. Išmaj, R. Nigmati, A. Vali, M. Karim, S. Miftaxov, X. Karim, G. Saljam, M. Xaj, M. Taži, K. Dajan, K. Margan (A. Kireev), A. Bikčantaev, I. Abdullin, G. Axmetšin, G. Ramazanov, and others. Through their works a powerful stream flowed into the system of the Bashkir national language: not only the characteristics of the Bashkir language present in the Kuvakan and Jurmatiq dialects but also elements from the North-Western dialect itself. The most significant role was played by the works of X. Ibragimov, G. Gumar, G. Xajrī, Babić, and the preceding literary tradition (in the work of M. Gafurj and S. Kudaš). The introduction into the common national system of the Bashkir language of elements of dialects and patois to a certain extent met the growing terminological needs, enriched the synonym resources of the Bashkir national language, and thus broadened its stylistic possibilities.

The establishment of unified phonetic, grammatical, and lexical norms was a necessary premise for the subsequent successful development of the Bashkir national language. Gradually unifying its variants, it constituted the basis of Bashkir language unity. Most of the essential changes in the conversational speech and in the dialects take place at present under the ever-growing unifying influence of standardized literary Bashkir, which, owing to a thick network of schools, the establishment of universal elementary education, the growth of the national literature, press, films, and theaters pervades all spheres of communication at the present time. All the dialects
and patois of Bashkiria, excluding the North-Western dialect which, as formerly, is undergoing the strong influence of the Tartar literary language\textsuperscript{53} and for this reason (and also because of the above-mentioned factors) has changed to such an extent that the question of its belonging to the Bashkir national language is quite justly considered extremely controversial,\textsuperscript{64} are now undergoing notable improvements under the influence of the standard norms. It is natural that the North-Western dialect, converging more and more with the Tartar literary language, cannot oppose the influence of the Tartar national language and enter the system of the Bashkir national language. Only certain of its patois, territorially coming into contact with the Jurmat dialect,\textsuperscript{65} are in the sphere of influence of the standardized Bashkir literary language which, in the end, will apparently lead to their merging with the Jurmat dialect.
1. K. Axmerov, "Bašqort äzäbi telenej formalasju hüm üsü juldarý". In journal Äzäbi Bašqortostan No. 4, Ufa, 1957, pp. 69, 70.


3. Created in 1788 by an ukase of the Tsarist government, the Central Spiritual Jurisdiction of the Muslims, as is known, took under its supervision all spheres of the ideological and spiritual life of the Bashkir people.

4. In this connection the works of a few writers of bourgeois-nationalistic orientation should be noted, particularly those of S. Jakšígulova and F. Sulejmanov, among others.


10. Ibid., pp. 62.

11. Ibid.

12. Ibid.

13. Many of the above-mentioned tribes, for example the Usergan, Tangaur, Nogaj-Burzjan, Duvan-Tabyn, Kataj, and Sal'jut entered the Bashkir tribal union at a relatively late period of ethnic development. Originating, for the most part, from the various Turkic tribes of Central Asia, they lived in the same socio-economic conditions favorable to the preservation of linguistic features, as did the other tribes represented in Bashkiria.


16. Ibid., pp. 18.
17. Ibid., pp. 40; D. G. Kiekbaev, The Orthoepy of the Bashkir Literary Language.


20. The nomadic way of life encountered the most diverse tribal dialects and patois and facilitated leveling.

21. The North-Western dialect of the Bashkir language.

22. An exceptional case of diphthongization in inlaut is observed only in the word teješ 'must'. Cf. the North-Western tiješ with the same meaning.

23. Besides the above-mentioned factors, it is also necessary to mention that the Kuvakan and Jurmatın dialects, most specifically representing the features specific details of the national Bashkir language, were found in that part of Bashkiria which, at the time, did not have leading economic or linguistic significance. Due to the development of the capitalistic system in North-Western Bashkiria and subsequent reinforcement of the role of the North-Western dialect, these dialects are gradually losing meaning in the social life of the Bashkirs. As a result of this the literate portion of the Bashkir people has gradually become bilingual: Bashkir has been used in everyday speech, while Tartar has been used primarily in all other cases. This in many respects facilitated the wide distribution among the Bashkirs of artistic literature and periodicals in the Tartar language. Let it suffice to say that more than ten
newspapers, several journals and many books in the Tatar language which became popular throughout Bashkiria were being published in the twenties in Ufa and Orenburg alone. All this, together with such factors as the national colonizing policies of the Tsarist government and the related economic and cultural backwardness of the Bashkir people connected therewith, the absence of Bashkir home government and writing, the strengthening of Tatar emperialistic chauvinism, etc., completely precluded the possibility of Bashkir national language formation.

24. Under the leadership of M. Gafuri, the classicist in Bashkir literature, the newly created national printing college attracted the greatest savants of the Bashkir language. This enabled the language and style of all literature to be improved because the linguistic norms which were worked out were considered a model for all Bashkiria.

25. Cf. the newspaper "Bašqortostan xäbärläre", Sterlitzmak, April 2, 1921.

26. Cf. M. Baxtijarov's article on Bashkir dialects in the newspaper "Bašqortostan xäbärläre", No. 7, 1921. Cf. the main orthoepic and orthographic rules in relation to the reviewed features from the Kuvakan and Jurmatin dialects which have been published in the journal "Belem" (Ufa, No. 1-2, 1924).


29. In this respect, Bashkir is to a certain extent close to Turkmen.
30. For example, as distinct from all the other dialects of the Bashkir language, the phoneme 1 at the beginning of all affixes (-lar, -la, -lîq, lî), after voiceless consonants of the base, is replaced by the variant t (compare eș+lâj > ešťaj 'he, she works', batqaq+lîq > batqaqtîq 'swamp', taş+lî > taštî 'containing rock').

31. As distinct from the Kuvakan and Jurmatin dialects, in this dialect there is no dissimilation of consonants, while assimilation applies only to a limited number of affixes (the affix -lî, for example, is not assimilated) and occurs in correspondence with the norms of Tartar.

32. The forms of the past categorical tense and all oblique cases change in correspondence with the norms of the Kuvakan dialect, while affixes containing initial 1 (-lar, -la, -lîq) are in correspondence with the norms of the North-Western dialect; only the affix -lî assimilates differently from the other dialects.

33. Compare the practice, existing now and which existed before 1925, of standardizing phenomena of assimilation and dissimilation with respect to affixes with initial 1 (-lar, -lîk, -lî, -la). The assimilation and dissimilation of initial 1 in the affixes listed above, in the affix of the past categorical tense and in oblique case affixes entered the literary norm from the Jurmatin dialect.

34. Here, for example, as distinct from the literary norm, initial affix 1 after base m, n consistently results in n: urman+lar > urmannar 'forest gen.' (compare Bashkir urmandar), etc.

35. The norms operative with respect to n and d are based on Kuvakan and
Jurmatin' dialect regularities, those operative with respect to ı, applicable to the affix -lar, are founded on the pronunciation practices of the Kuvakan dialect, while those applicable to other affixes (-1ýq, -1ý, -la) are partially based on the norms of the Jurmatin dialect, partially on the pronunciation regularities of the North-Western dialect, but mainly on the etymological nature of the affixes listed.


38. Together with the absolute dominance of the phonetic principle which forms the basis for Bashkir spelling, a morphological principle is also represented, spreading, in the main, to loan words from the Russian language.

39. Such, for example, is the following formulation: "In words ending in 'q-k', if these sounds do not alternate with 'γ-g' when joined to a vowel, 'o-e', 'İ-e' is written neither in the root nor in different forms of the word", (K. Z. Axmerov, Orfografik hüılek, Moscow, 1952, rule no. 15), i.e., words of the type qırq 'forty', qırqıncı 'fortieth' jolq 'to rip' must be written qrq, qrqns, jlıq.

40. I have in mind K. Z. Axmerov's Orfografik hüılek (Ufa, 1941). This work played a large role in the establishment of a standard spelling. The second edition of this dictionary (Moscow, 1952) was especially valuable. It included an orthography guide, where the description of the consolidated system of spelling was systematized and considerably supplemented. In particular, the author was first in formulating rules concerning the use of the letter ğ, the devoicing of final q and n in intervocalic position, the
spelling of the endearment particles yʰa//qʰa//kena//gena, etc.

41. In particular, archaisms of the type alanqort instead of qoros 'steel', orom instead of näsel 'type', kusam instead of jetakse 'leader', akpan instead of janvar' 'January', naurn instead of fevral' 'February', etc.


43. X. V. Katarinskij, Bashkir Dictionary, Orenburg, 1899.

44. T. G. Baišev, The Bashkir Dialects in Relation to the Literary Language, pp. 80. Cf. also the draft resolution "Bašqort ästäbi tele terminologijanhynıq, principtäre turahındayı doklad bujïnsa". Ufa, 1940. L. Galidov, G. Išbualatov, "Termindär turahında kajhi-ber fekerdiir", in the newspaper Qyşıl Başqortostan, Dec. 4, 1940; T. Baiš, "Bašqort telendäge kajhi-ber hüsdär turahında", in the newspaper Bašqortostan, Ufa, October 17, 1940; K. Xxmär, "Bašqort ästäbi teleneç leksika normatıhm terminologija más' äläläre", in the journal Oktıabr, No. 7, Ufa, 1948.

45. Bašqort tele termindärä hüsdär (Social'-ekonomik-fülüsäfä termindärä), Bulletin No. 1, Ufa, 1931.


47. I. Išmuxametov, N. Urazmatov, G. Jusupov, Ximiya Termindärä, Ufa, 1934.


50. Z. I. Şakirov, Language Terms, Ufa, 1935.


57. T. G. Baišev, Zoologiya termindäre hüleğe, Ufa, 1952.


59. Speaking of terminological work in Bashkiria, the new trend which began in connection with the appearance of N. K. Dmitriev’s book Grammatical Terminology of the Textbooks in the Native Language (Moscow, 1955) must not be passed over in silence. This work is the first attempt at theoretical generalization of all that has been done within the realm of Bashkir grammatical terminology. Of special value is the annotation suggested by the author of existing and possible variants of corresponding terms. This will help to unify and improve the grammatical terminology in Bashkir language textbooks. A generalization of the results of establishing terminology
in the realm of the sociopolitical and technical sciences should become the subject of special research.

60. His play "Başmayım", performed in the Bashkir theater for the first time in 1921, was very popular among the Bashkirs. Among the remaining fifteen plays written by X. Ibragimov, "Enäkäj" also stands out in this respect.


62. Along with the enrichment of dialects with respect to elements not represented in dialects, there occurs, on the one hand, the gradual replacement of dialectisms by corresponding equivalent terms from the Bashkir literary language and, on the other, the struggle between mutually exclusive dialectal and literary doublets, which are equally well known to all speakers of the given dialect, but are used by them far from uniformly (dialectal doublets, for example, are persistently retained by the older generation, while they are used by the youth, for the most part only in colloquial speech).

63. Clerical work, teaching in schools, technological institutes, and teachers' colleges are conducted in the territory of this dialect in the Tartar language. In Ufa the republic newspaper "Kommuna", intended for speakers of the North-Western dialect, appears in the Tartar language. In this dialect region there are more than twenty regional newspapers published in the Tartar language. Besides this the population uses extensively every kind of printed matter published in the Tartar language.
64. Many consider this dialect to be Tartar. Certain linguists however, on the basis of two features of the Bashkir language which survived in this dialect (the replacement of original д and з in inlaut and auslaut by interdental ʒ and the use of the combination əj instead of Tartar ү in forming the present tense: compare Tartar qarıj with North-Western qaraj 'he, she is looking'), and the national affiliation of the speakers of this dialect, related it to the Bashkir national language. They raise a question of the creation of a second literary Bashkir language for the speakers of the given dialect, the necessity of which can be hardly justified either from the practical point of view (the language of the speakers of this dialect fully guarantees communication with the people using the modern Bashkir language and other varieties of the Bashkir national language), or from the scientific point of view (the natural development of this dialect is such that a second literary language would not yield the anticipated results, the dialect, as before, follows with complete regularity a path of unification with the Tartar literary language inasmuch as even today those factors which are conditioning this process remain in force).

65. Here also belong the separate dialects of Bashkirs living compactly in the Davlekan, Buzdjak, and other regions of North-Western territory of the Bashkir A.S.S.R.